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Executive Summary  
Project Unknown is virtual reality software for military personnel. It serves as a one stop 

shop for service members to answer the question of what is the unknown. With software catered 
towards pre military training, during deployment and post military therapy, Project Unknown is 
there for soldiers every step of the way. 

 
The target market of Project Unknown is The Department of Defense. Now is the time to 

launch Project Unknown as the virtual reality market is rapidly expanding, and the military is in 
need of more training. Currently, there are three main competitors of Project Unknown: Parasim, 
Dismounted Soldier Training System, and Bravemind. However, these three competitors do not 
have the cohesive software that Project Unknown provides. Project Unknown hopes to form 
partnerships with organizations to make its software as useful as possible. Project Unknown will 
be promoted at VR conferences and to the Department of Defense.  
 

Project Unknown is a software as a service (SaaS) business which consolidates and 
simplifies business operations. Because the product is a software, expansive storage and office 
space is not necessary, which cuts operating costs significantly over some of the competitors that 
offer the physical headsets and products associated with VR. Future business expansion will 
mean office and development technology growth, but the company is prepared for those 
necessary changes. 
 

The management of Project Unknown consists of five partners: Mackenzie Ryan, Leah 
Cooper, Brian Welsh, Helena Powell, and Hope Meltzer. Each partner has an equal share in the 
company and will each take a hands-on approach to managing the company.  
 

The start-up requirement for Project Unknown is $380,000 for the first five years of 
planning and development. After development is complete, the founders will sell licenses at 
$900 per soldier to the Department of Defense to cover the additional testing, distribution, and 
operational costs for the next five years. In 2028, Project Unknown will broker a deal to launch 
its final product across all avenues of the military. The end goal is to have every soldier be 
equipped with Project Unknown software.  
 

There are many risks involved with the creation of Project Unknown. These include 
health risks, legal risks, financial risks, technological risks, to name a few. However, Project 
Unknown is prepared to mitigate these risks.  
 

As Project Unknown grows and expands in the market, we will meet our goals one step at 
a time.  We will follow a 12 year program that allows time to research and develop the software, 
followed by a trial period. After making any necessary adjustments, we will continue to be 
available for consultation to the military and develop new software in the future as their needs 
change.  Project Unknown will also expand and take over the virtual reality industry by buying 
our competition and expanding our product as time and technology advancements will allow. 
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Business Description 
Project Unknown is virtual reality software for military personnel. It serves as a one stop 

shop for service members to answer the question of what is the unknown. With software catered 
towards pre military training, during deployment and post military therapy, Project Unknown is 
there for soldiers every step of the way. This limited liability company (LLC) is a service for 
military personnel and intends to sell to the Department of Defense.  
 

Project Unknown has its main headquarter in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. It was created 
by five individuals: Mackenzie Ryan, Leah Cooper, Brian Welsh, Hope Meltser, and Helena 
Powell. Mackenzie Ryan’s previous experience as a management supervisor in the TJX 
companies has proven vital to her position as CEO. Along with her passion and knowledge of 
business law, Ryan has helped Project Unknown succeed in a positive, legal, and well managed 
way. Leah Cooper has experience in marketing and public relations. Her ability to showcase 
Project Unknown in a positive and strong light makes her communication ability top notch. Her 
handling of meetings with military officials has been an important aspect of getting this business 
off the ground. Chief Technology Officer, Brian Welsh, has excelled in creating the software and 
ensures the technology is up to date. He has a growing capacity to continually improve the 
software while working with Chief Operations Officer, Hope Meltser, to create life like scenarios 
in the program. Meltser’s graphic design background, along with educational background in 
media and technology, has propelled her to be the Chief Operations Officer.  Finally, there is 
Helena Powell whose skills in communication and emerging enterprises works closely with the 
CEO Mackenzie Ryan. Together, the two draft contracts and work on legal issues. Powell helps 
to keep the company on its 30 year track to success.  

 
Each creator of Project Unknown has a unique tie to this mission. For Ryan, it was her 

experience as a young child listening to her grandfather and father tell stories about their time in 
the military. Meltser has always been passionate mental health issues in the military. For Cooper, 
it was her extensive research on virtual reality in a media studies class. These experiences led to 
the team to question: What is the future of military training? How can we help the men and 
women who volunteer to fight for our freedom? Can we truly stop the fear of the unknown? 
Therefore, the team created the idea of Project Unknown to better prepare all servicemen. 

 
Project Unknown’s mission statement is, “creating an environment for all servicemen and 

women to use throughout their military service to diminish the fear of the unknown.” Virtual 
reality is a modern technology that has gained popularity in recent years. As this industry gained 
traction, the military has started to use these systems to help with training and the effects of 
PTSD.  While the current market has a lot of companies that create virtual reality for the 
military, Project Unknown is unique since the military will be able to utilize at every milestone 
in a soldier’s journey. This product is up and coming making a lot of pathways to success 
available.  

 
Project Unknown is a system to help military personnel from the moment they sign a 

contract with the military to the time they are finished with their service. The software has a 
personalized system that creates the ability for officials to determine whether they are ready for 
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deployment and also creates a fun, competitive atmosphere to break up the normal training 
routines. This lowers costs of traditional training methods and creates a better ability to track 
through scores whether the person is ready and has shown the appropriate reactions to different 
scenarios to be deployed. Another unique aspect of Project Unknown is that the software creates 
the ability for military officials and headset owners to create their own scenarios online and 
download them to the headset to practice once they know their deployment destination.  

The purpose of Project Unknown is to create a one stop shop for military personnel to 
come to receive life-like training and post service needs to help with the major aspects of being 
in The United States military. In the next 30 years, Project Unknown has the potential to be the 
major asset to the military. Sales will come from licenses to each individual program. The 
Department of Defense will purchase one license for each military personnel they want on our 
program costing $900 per license. The eventual goal is to get every military personnel on the 
program from the moment they sign a contract. They will start off with virtual reality training 
that is complete with life like terrain and instances that soldiers might encounter while deployed. 
During service the virtual reality can be used to help with the mental effects of living away from 
home wherever that may be.  

The transitioning phase between deployment and the journey home is what Project 
Unknown prides itself on. When soldiers leave the military, they still have this software to use as 
needed to help ease their transition to everyday life. All military men and women will know this 
product and will be able to use it at any point.  

To ensure that Project Unknown remains a force in the virtual reality industry, the team 
members will closely follow a 12 year program that will keep the company on track and on top.  

 
Project Unknown asked for $400,000 grant from the Department of Defense, its target 

market, for the first 5 years of research and development. In 2023, the two parties will reconvene 
and the military will sign a contract with Project Unknown for the next 5 years. The software 
will focus on 1 battalion which is 400 soldiers. Each year after that they will purchase at least 
300 licenses. This company only needs to sell approximately 250 licenses to break even. The 
year 2028 is a milestone for Project Unknown. During this year, after the completion of the 
3-step virtual reality creation, the C-Suite of Project Unknown will sit down with the Department 
of Defense for a mass official contract where the goal is to take the licenses and software to each 
branch of the military.  

 
Project Unknown will start with a small team for the first 10 years and hire new 

individuals as necessary. In 2028 the C-Suite will meet to decide how many licenses they want to 
sell on a mass scale. Mass production will start at the end of the 10-year planning period.  

 
Project Unknown is a well organized business that has all the needs and wants of VR 

usage in the military at this time. With the best technology and fast software, Project Unknown is 
always working when service men and women need it. Project Unknown is a product that is a 
one stop shop for VR military needs which in turn has lowered cost and increased  the 
accessibility. 
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Marketing  
 The team members of Project Unknown created this virtual reality with one specific 
target market in focus. After segmenting the virtual reality market, the team decided to target the 
Department of Defense. Project Unknown will position itself as a unique entity unparalleled to 
other virtual reality software. 
 

The Department of Defense heads all of the branches of the military, specifically the 
Joint Chiefs, Army, Marine Corps, Navy, Air Force and Coast Guard (About the Department of 
Defense). Therefore, this large organization serves as the target market for Project Unknown. 

 
The target market is very large. Currently, the Department of Defense has 1.3 million 

men and women in active duty. Therefore, it is the largest employer in the nation (About the 
Department of Defense).  Since the market is so large, Project Unknown segmented it further to 
target specifically the United States Army. The U.S. Army has 460,000 soldiers in active duty 
(U.S. Army). The U.S. Army is the most appropriate branch to target. In 2014, Americans named 
the U.S. Army the most important branch of the military (Goldich and Swift). As a result, Project 
Unknown will begin by targeting the most popular and largest branch of the military. 

 
When examining the size of the market and trends, it is important to focus on three 

aspects: the virtual reality market, the military and the combination of the two industries. As seen 
from above, the size of the military is large. Currently, there is a need for Project Unknown 
among the military market. This realization is something the founders realized early on. This is 
for two reasons. Not only is there a lack of readiness among American troops but there is also an 
increasing number of cases of diagnosed post traumatic stress disorder. During the first quarter 
of 2016, five major accidents were a result of lack of human error among the troops (U.S. 
Army). The software that Project Unknown creates will provide more training for the troops and 
hopefully diminish this lack of readiness. Post traumatic stress disorder rates are increasing. As 
of September 2014, at least 20% of the 2.7 million American veterans from Iraq and Afghanistan 
had PTSD or depression (Veterans Statistics). Of this 2.7 million Americans, 55% of those with 
PTSD do not seek treatment (Veterans Statistics). Project Unknown software will break the 
stigma surrounding the after effects of war. 

 
Virtual reality is an expanding market.  By 2020, over 200 million headsets will have 

been sold. The market value of virtual reality hardware and software will reach over $20 billion 
by then (Yamada-Rice, 4). Recently, virtual reality has played a larger role in mental health. It is 
being used to treat diagnosis like claustrophobia (Freeman). 

 
Comparing the market trends of the military and virtual reality, it is evident these two 

markets are growing. In the military, virtual reality has been used for flight simulations, medic 
training, virtual bootcamp, battlefield simulation, vehicle simulation and more (Virtual Reality in 
the Military). Therefore, Project Unknown encompasses this large market and follows current 
market trends. 
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The government is currently using virtual reality. However, there is not software that 
unites all aspects of military journey. This special feature is what differentiates Project 
Unknown. It is a one stop shop for military virtual reality. There are three main competitors who 
provide similar services that Project Unknown will provide. 

 
 

 Pre War Training 
Software 

During War Training 
Software 

Post War Software  

Parasim x   

Dismounted Soldier 
Training System 

x   

Bravemind   x 

Project Unknown x x x 

 
Project Unknown Against Its Competitors  

 
Parasim is a software currently being used by the Department of Defense (Nye). This 

software simulates combat jumps for paratroopers (Nye). Its ability to simulate real life scenarios 
has been effective for troops. However, it does not include the during war phase or post war 
phase similar to Project Unknown. Additionally, it is too niche as it only applies to paratroopers. 

 
In 2011, Intelligent Decisions Inc. created the Dismounted Soldier Training System. This 

software the first fully immersive virtual simulation used by the U.S. Army for training (U.S. 
Army to Use First-Ever). Similar to Parasim, this software lacks the other phases that Project 
Unknown will provide for service members. 

 
Unlike the previous two competitors, Bravemind focuses on the after effects of war. This 

virtual reality technology was created by the University of Southern California Institute for 
Creative Technology (Bravemind). Its purpose is to help soldiers cope with PTSD (Bravemind). 
This process is done by encouraging participants to reflect on previous experience without 
providing an alternative (Bravemind). While this technology is revolutionary, it does not provide 
all methods of coping with PTSD. Additionally, it asks soldiers to put themselves in previous 
situations while the software cannot adequately mimic these conditions as it has not been used 
previously. Although there are other virtual reality software companies in the military, it is 
evident that Project Unknown can still differentiate itself from the competition. 

 
The use of virtual reality in the military is relatively new. There are many unknowns in 

the industry. Therefore, it is hard to determine the estimated market share for Project Unknown. 
By 2026, the global military and simulation virtual training market is expected to grow to $17.7 
billion ($17 B Military Simulation). This year is closer to the Project Unknown launch date. By 
this date, it will be easier to determine the estimate market share. Though this figure is large, it is 
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important to note this is only the military training market. Project Unknown will be entering the 
training market in addition to the market involving the after effects of war. Therefore, Project 
Unknown estimates a large market share since the software is diverse. 

 
 The marketing strategy for Project Unknown is simple. This is because the software will 
be sold to the target market only: The Department of Defense. The actual sale will consist of 
license of the software. Project Unknown will sell the license to the software to the Department 
of Defense on a per soldier basis. Ideally, every soldier will have access to the software. After 
the distribution of the licenses, The Department of Defense must obtain the virtual reality 
hardware separately. In most cases, the military should already own the hardware. In order to 
breakeven, Project Unknown must sell at least 250 licenses to the Department of Defense. 
 
 Project Unknown will sell each license for $900. This price is per soldier and every 
soldier gets one license. Given the many costs that go into making virtual reality including costs 
of administration, research and development, and distribution, this price per license is a fair price 
for the military. It is affordable for the military and will still allow Project Unknown to profit. 
 
 The total cost of development is on par with what other virtual reality software costs. 
Research shows that the best virtual reality software costs more than $100,000 to develop 
(Levski). Therefore, the estimated cost of Project Unknown is higher than the average industry 
average as it incorporates three stages: the pre, during and post war phases.  
 
 Project Unknown intends to form strategic partnerships. The main purpose of these 
partnerships is to provide the military with hardware since this company only provides software. 
If Project Unknown partners with a hardware seller, hopefully the military will be more inclined 
to buy the software as a package deal. 
 
 Key players in the virtual reality market include Playstation with PSVR, Facebook with 
Oculus Rift, Google Cardboard and Daydream (Yamada-Rice, 4). These brands are investing 
more in the content production of virtual reality for various markets (Yamada-Rice, 4). Of these 
brands, Project Unknown will partner with Oculus Rift and Facebook. Not only does this 
partnership benefit Facebook as the military will be endorsing its Oculus Rift software, but it will 
also improve Facebook’s brand image. Though Facebook does not practice corporate social 
responsibility projects, this software supports Facebook’s mission of making the world more 
connected (Fessler). In this instance, Project Unknown helps service members become better 
connected to their missions and reconnected to the world afterwards. 
 
 In order to help soldiers cope with situations occurring after their time in war, Project 
Unknown will form a partnership with the Wounded Warrior Project. This organization has 
already adopted virtual reality as a way to help soldiers through its Wounded Care Network 
(Wounded Warrior Project). The Wounded Warrior Project would serve as a reminder to soldiers 
of how Project Unknown may have helped them previously and how it is prepared to help them 
now. The organization plays a large role in helping soldiers readjust to life at home. This 
partnership along with others would assist Project Unknown in its advertising and promotional 
plans. 
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 Since Project Unknown is targeted specifically to the Department of Defense, the 
advertising and promotional plan is limited and unconventional. In order to promote the 
software, the Project Unknown team would want to receive grants from the Small Business 
Innovation Research (SBIR) program. The SBIR program assists small businesses who want to 
work with the government (SBIR/STTR). All government agencies that have a budget over $100 
million have a percentage reserved for grants or contracts to small businesses (SBIR/STTR). The 
Department of Defense meets this qualification; therefore, Project Unknown will apply for this 
grant in order to gain more exposure in the eyes of its target market. 
 
 In addition to applying for grants, Project Unknown will promote its software at 
conventions all over the world. Every year in the U.K. Future Tech Now, hosts the Virtual 
Reality Show. Recently, the organization added a VR military conference (Military Conference). 
Project Unknown will send one team member to the conference to showcase the product. This 
promotion will bring Project Unknown to a global scale. Stateside, Project Unknown will 
participate in various virtual reality conferences over the years in order to showcase the product. 
Specific dates for the conferences cannot be given as the time range of the Project Unknown 
software is varying. Marketing Project Unknown to The Department of Defense is the main 
objective and the marketing strategy will help achieve this.  
Operations  

Project Unknown currently operates out of a small office in the Philadelphia suburbs at 
2848 Lee Drive Jamison, PA. This is a key location just a couple hours north of Washington 
D.C. and less than two hours south of New York City, where many of the business technology 
contacts are headquartered. The office includes an extensive technology lab for creation and 
testing of software. Connected to this location, is a Dun & Bradstreet D-U-N-S® Number, a 
requirement for each physical location of any business that plans on contracts or grants in 
collaboration with the government (SBA). The company has the proper approval of Warwick 
Township, the governing and zoning body of the area, to operate as a business out of this 
location. The office was constructed is fairly new construction (2008) which helps to keep the 
utility usage minimal. 

 
Project Unknown only deals in the software licenses, and not the physical products 

associated with VR technology, therefore there is no need for extensive space. The team works 
off of a series of custom built PCs for software development. Building the PCs is done in-house 
by CTO, Brian Welsh - an area where he has extensive knowledge. Computers with a large 
amount of RAM and very sophisticated graphics cards are very helpful in expediting the 
software production process. The expenses associated with this have already been covered. 

 
Quality control is an important aspect of the product because of its incredible influence. 

The team does extensive in-house testing to ensure the product remains bug-free. In the planned 
5-year test with the government, there will be a constant stream of communication that ensures 
the product remains that way and can be improved if flaws are found. 
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Part of the grant proceeds will go towards expanding the software development staff. A 
benefit of having multiple members of the team involved in the frontier of technology 
development is that they know where the talent lies and are ready to bring the best talent on 
board when needed. 

 
Smalls teams of developers will be distributed to work on each of the three-prongs of the 

software approach - before, during, and after war. An overall manager coordinates between these 
teams to ensure continuity. 

 
The staff all work full-time and the management team does not currently pull a salary, in 

order to put all available funding into the business venture.  
 
The software will be given to the Department of Defense via encrypted data transfer - this 

significantly reduces any chances of the software being stolen or hacked. The Department of 
Defense has invested significant efforts into this technology that would be completely negated 
with the use of aging technologies like a USB drive and has been created with security in mind 
(Department of Defense, 2015) 

Management  
Project Unknown will be a Limited Liability Corporation. This business structure type 

allows the company to develop a flexible management model that best suits its needs and lets the 
founders bring on investors and outside expertise seamlessly. 

 
 The top level management structure will be relatively flat. It will have of a Board of 
Directors, consisting of five “Executive” positions: Chief Executive Officer, Chief Technology 
Officer, Chief Operations Officer, Chief Business Development Officer, and Chief Marketing 
Officer. Below each of these Executive positions will be a team of committees aimed to assist in 
operations. Each Board member will have an equal share in the company. 
 
 Project Unknown’s Chief Executive Officer position will be filled by Mackenzie Ryan. 
Her duties will include managing the overall operations and resources, setting the direction and 
culture of the company, and building and working closely with the Board of Directors. She, 
along with significant influence from the rest of the board, will make the final decision about 
where capital is allocated to ensure the company receives continual and impressive growth. 
 
 Ryan, at Syracuse University, has had an increased interest in business law which proves 
essential for her position. She has experience as a Management Supervisor for TJX, a 
multi-billion dollar company. Through her studies, she has learned the proper approach to 
becoming a successful leader. 
 
 Brian Welsh has been selected as the Chief Technology Officer. His duties will include 
planning, designing, and implementing the software required by the product. He will write the 
code for the software accurately and up to industry standards to ensure it works as intended. The 
Chief Technology Officer will analyze the data given from beta tests and make changes 
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accordingly. He will take extreme security precautions to ensure all data is properly encrypted to 
protect its users. 
 
 Welsh is expected to graduate with a Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science, and has 
diverse experience in software development. He has been a key designer of multiple coding 
projects, including an android social media app called OrangeShare, a front end e-commerce 
website, and a machine learning project using swarm bots. His passion for software development 
puts him in the perfect place to take over the roles of Chief Development Officer and output the 
cutting edge software that will make Project Unknown unique. 
 
 Hope Meltser has been selected to fill the duties of Chief Operations Officer. Her 
responsibilities include measuring the effectiveness of operations on a day to day basis to ensure 
Project Unknown runs as efficiently as possible. She will also work closely with the Chief 
Development Officer to help design the software. 
 
 Meltser has a business background that can help her oversee the operations of the 
company and keep us aimed in the right direction. She uses her studies in graphic design to 
create beautiful pictures and designs (including the logo). Her abilities will prove essential to 
creating the realistic 3D models and landscapes the soldiers see when they use the software. 
 

The Chief Business Development Officer role will be filled by Helena Powell. The duties 
will include monitoring and promoting the growth potential of Project Unknown. She will work 
closely with the Chief Marketing Officer to research and develop key partners within the 
industry that will be vital to Project Unknown. She will oversee all departments to guarantee they 
are all working cohesively and in a well-structured manner. 

 
 Powell’s extensive interest in entrepreneurship and business studies makes her the perfect 
person to fill this position. She has the key organizational skills needed to properly structure this 
business efficiently. Her leadership abilities will propel each department into higher profit 
margins. 
 

Leah Cooper has been selected to be the Chief Marketing Officer. Her duties will include 
ensuring Project Unknown has a positive brand image, analyzing the markets to receive the 
highest profits, and building relationships with key partners in the industry.  

 
Cooper’s past experience at La Torre Communications has given her the skill-set to 

perform this position flawlessly. Her studies in public relations and marketing will help her 
develop the business relations vital to the success of Project Unknown.  
 
 As this company and its product becomes more complex, it may need to hire new 
employees to fill certain roles. Specifically, the Chief Development Officer will need a second 
developer to aid in the coding process. This developer will be in charge of feature 
implementation, graphics, and bug fixing. He or she will also work closely with the Chief 
Development Officer in code reviews to ensure the software runs as efficiently as possible. His 
or her salary will be covered through the profits the company gains following the launch date.  
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 Project Unknown will remain as small as possible without losing effectiveness. This 
strategic move simplifies the decision process so that the company can operate at maximum 
efficiency with little friction.  
 
Financial Plan 

The Financial Plan outlined by Project Unknown has been prepared. It contains: an 
income statement for the Planning Period and the Testing Period, a cash flow statement for the 
year 2023, and a breakeven analysis during the Testing Period.  
 

The forecasted financial plans assume the Planning Period will begin January 1, 2018 and 
end December 31, 2022, the Testing Period will begin January 1, 2023 and end December 31, 
2027. After the Testing Period is completed, Project Unknown will conduct a full launch in the 
year 2028 after a contractual agreement is reached with the Department of Defense. 
  

The income statements show the company will require a minimum of $380,000 in 
start-up costs for the first 5 years (the Planning Period). After it begins selling licenses during the 
Testing Period to just one battalion, it will remain financially solvent until the launch date in 
2028.  
 

After the Testing Period is complete, Project Unknown is projected to raise $276,680 in 
net earnings. After the final contract is signed with the Department of Defense, that number 
should rise drastically depending on the number of licenses they purchase. The long term goal is 
to have the software in the hands of each military personnel, so given the size of active duty 
soldiers the potential revenue could reach $432,000,000 over the lifespan of the company. 
 

 
Income Statement during the Planning Period 

 
As one can see, Project Unknown will be making $0 in revenues during this period. This 

time frame will be dedicated to developing the software and laying the foundation needed for 
this complex business. Over the five years, the three phases of software will be developed. In 
year one, the first phase (basic training/pre-war) will be created. This is projected to cost $90,000 
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(as is each phase to follow). In year two, the first phase will be tested extensively which will cost 
$10,000. In year three, the development budget will be split between creating phase two 
(deployment/during-war) which will cost $90,000 and continual maintenance for phase one. 
Year four will have an even split between maintenance of software phase one and phase two. 
Finally, in year five, the development budget will be used to develop phase three 
(PTSD/post-war) which will cost $90,000 and the remaining capital will be used for maintenance 
of the other two phases.  
 

Each year, the administration budget will cover setting up the business which includes 
public relations, marketing, and other miscellaneous operations.  
 

In total, this period will cost $380,000. Each founder will contribute an equal amount of 
capital, and Project Unknown is also expected to receive a grant from the Department of Defense 
for $400,000 to cover the remaining costs.  
 

 
Income Statement During the Testing Period 

 
During this period, the company is expected to make a minor profit, while most profits 

are recycled back into the business. In the first year, the creators plan on selling 400 licenses at 
$900 each to the Department of Defense. For the remaining years, the entrepreneurs plan on 
selling 300 licenses at $900 each. In the first year, Project Unknown will make a significant 
profit. This allows them to pay of any past debts, and use the capital to invest further into our 
business.  
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Development costs will rise since they will hire a second developer to aid the Chief 
Development Officer. The rest of the development budget will be used to interpret raw data 
given from when the soldiers test the software, make necessary bug fixes and feature additions, 
and optimize the code used. 

 
The administrative and selling expenses are outlined in more detail in the Cash Flow 

Statement. The tax rate is based on the tax laws for a partnership in a Limited Liability 
Corporation.  
 
 

 
The Cash Flow Statement for 2023 

 
The first year of the Testing period is 2023 in order for significant changes to be made. 

First, the company must pay the salary of a second developer. Second, Project Unknown will 
ideally have an office space which incurs many extra costs such as internet, insurance, supplies, 
etc. Third, the public relations and distribution budget will receive a substantial increase to 
ensure form key relationships and the licenses are made and explained to the Department of 
Defense smoothly and flawlessly. In January, cash supply will be negative. This does not prove 
to be an issue, though, because it’s a very small amount and those costs can be covered out of 
pocket from the founders. That investment will be returned within the next month.  
 

As for 2024-2027, there should be no cash supply issues. Since Project Unknown is 
selling 400 licenses the first year instead of 300, there will be spare capital to resolve any 
liquidity problems.  
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Breakeven Analysis During the Testing Period 

 
In the first year, Project Unknown must sell a minimum of 246 licenses, and 201 licenses 

for each year after. While the break even point is 246 licenses,  the team will strive to sell 
approximately 250 as a precautionary measure. Given the budget size of the Department of 
Defense, and the number of soldiers currently in active duty, this should not be an issue. This 
model is very high in fixed costs with zero variable costs. The positive side of this type is that 
once the software is developed and are debts are paid, all revenues turn immediately into profits. 
There’s no cost to sell more licenses. However, if not enough licenses are sold, the company may 
not remain solvent for the next year. As stated earlier, this should not be a problem given the 
large market size.  
 

Financially, Project Unknown is sound. After the Testing Period ends in 2027, the 
creators plan on massively launching the product across the entire U.S. military. Ideally every 
soldier will have access to this software. Currently there are 460,000 soldiers, and, at $900 a 
license, revenue potential is $432,000,000. Though this is an unrealistic assumption, it shows the 
potential this company has. A major advantage of having a high amount of initial and fixed costs 
is after the Testing Period is complete, Project Unknown will have very little costs. The 
development budget ($70,000 per year) drops significantly since the product will be complete. 
However, some maintenance may still be required. Therefore, after 2028, Project Unknown 
should see considerable profits. If the founders can broker a contract to sell licenses to just 1% of 
active soldiers, the organization will see revenues of $4,140,000. The markets show, however, 
that this is a lower bound to the number of licenses that are projected to sell.  
 
Critical Risks 

Since virtual reality software is a relatively new industry, it has various risks associated 
with it. Virtual reality provides an immersive experience using the five senses. Therefore, there 
are a variety of health risks associated with the industry. One criticism is that virtual reality 
impacts one’s vision. Considering that virtual reality headsets bring action very close to one’s 
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eyes, people assume these headsets will impact their vision afterwards (Yamada-Rice, 21). 
However, research proves this is false. A recent study showed that among children, there was no 
difference between pre and post scores on vision tests done in relationship to virtual reality 
(Yamada-Rice, 21). Though Project Unknown is not intended for children, this research shows 
that the theory virtual reality impacts vision is untrue. Additionally, there was no difference 
between the effects on the eyesight using low cost virtual reality systems and the high end fully 
immersive HMD units (Yamada-Rice, 21). Therefore, no matter the scale of Project Unknown, it 
will not have a negative impact on eyesight.  

 
Project Unknown will attempt to provide accurate scenarios for users to experience. 

However, sometimes balance can be impacted by virtual reality (Yamada-Rice, 23). In order to 
accommodate the few cases in which postural stability changes between pre and post virtual 
reality play, Project Unknown will be tested in various environments to ensure soldiers’ balance 
is not impacted by the experience. Project Unknown will aim to create an accurate portrayal of 
the life of a soldier while minimizing the health and safety risks. 

 
Project Unknown also has legal risks that the founders will attempt to minimize. New 

technologies are always threatened by hackers and lack of security (Yamada-Rice, 26). Project 
Unknown will provide unique passwords to every user in order to minimize this risk. This 
protection feature will also personalize the process more for users. 

 
As previously stated, Project Unknown is meant to simulate real life scenarios for 

soldiers in addition to the after effects. However, any instance that virtual reality is used for 
educational potential requires a large amount of research (Yamada-Rice, 26). Since there are 
similar products already being used, it is evident the educational aspect of the product works. 
Though there are similar products on the market, what differentiates Project Unknown is its 
ability to assist soldiers before, during, and after their time in the military. Therefore, the fact that 
there are similar products available is not risk and the educational potential is proven.  

 
Another major issue the company will face is against its main competitors. These 

competitors are Parasim, Dismounted Soldier Training System, and Bravemind. These 
companies are already in the top of the field for virtual reality and training for the military. In 
order to stay ahead of the competition, Project Unknown will focus on its three step process of 
pre military training, during deployment and post military therapy in its software.  

 
The largest issue the company may face during the research and development period is 

receiving the initial Defense grant to cover the costs of the Planning Period. Since the 
organization is not selling any licenses during this time, it is essential Project Unknown receives 
enough funding capital to finish planning. If, for some reason, the Department of Defense does 
not issue the grant, the founders will have to look to other sources of funding. They will look to 
angel investors that are willing to fund our company in return for a share of ownership.  
 

As this company grows, the founders will need to transition to a larger office. They are 
aware of this future expense and are planning accordingly. There will also be extensive 
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technology expenses that come with hiring additional staff - one of the plans with the grant 
proceeds, included as part of the new staff hiring financial expectations. 

 
The largest risk to operations would be large scale technology failure. However, there 

are plans in place to mitigate the chance of this happening - like a full generator on the office in 
case of electrical outage and keeping the technology in properly climate controlled and clean 
settings. All computers are backed up to the company storage cloud on a continual basis and our 
development server is held digitally through Amazon’s server services. This negates risks, costs, 
and upkeep that would come with having a physical stored on site in the office. 

 
Harvest Strategy 

As time goes on, Project Unknown plans to continue to sell the software to the 
government and remain available for consultations if necessary.  The board of directors has 
unanimously decided to continue to run the business to ensure that it remains true to their 
original intent and to propel Project Unknown further in the virtual reality industry.  Also, the 
team will develop new software and programs for the military as technology advances and the 
needs of the military change.  In the future, The United States will continue to face the 
challenges of war.  The various branches of the military will be sent to new places and face new 
battles.  As each challenge approaches, Project Unknown will be available and capable of 
creating software to help prepare soldiers to combat new terrain, new weapons and technology, 
and any other obstacles they may face.  This will be in the on going development of the first 
stage of the three step program. After years of feedback, the team will be able to gather what 
features are the most popular and most effective in easing homesickness and trauma.  These 
features will be enhanced and new features will be added to the second stage of the program. 
Additionally, the team will continue to improve the psychological treatment as new studies 
develop and new remedies are available. Research will uncover new strategies to combat PTSD 
in the future, which will be incorporated into the third stage of the program.  

The Project Unknown team is passionate about continuing to improve the product as time 
will require.  The team will remain involved in the maintenance of the current software while 
exploring other business ventures.  Project Unknown will revolutionize virtual reality and the 
other companies involved with the technology.  Because of this influence, when the time is right, 
and the funds are available, Project Unknown will buy its competitors and unite those companies 
under the leadership and control of Project Unknown.  This will take the company to the next 
level and will allow Project Unknown to expand the use, and maximize the benefits of virtual 
reality technology.  Project Unknown is dependent upon the growth and change that occurs in 
technology, therefore it is important for this company to stay in front of the change and see that 
The United States can utilize the technology to its maximum capacity. 

 
Milestone Schedule 

In order to ensure that Project Unknown is constantly growing and improving the 
company will follow a 12 year plan that will help to accomplish what is necessary.  The first five 
years will be a planning and development period.  During this time, the team and other members 
of staff will work to create a software that will benefit the military every step of the way.  It is 
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important to leave ample amount of time for this process because it is crucial that there are no 
glitches, problems or features that could have been added that were looked over because of a 
time limit.  Five years will allow time to test the software before selling to the military.  This 
stage should be complete by January of 2023. 

 
The next step in the 12 year plan is to sell at least 250 licenses to the government to 

ensure that the company will break even, and that the military will have enough licenses to 
provide an accurate study on the results of the program.  The next five years will be a trial within 
the military. 250 is enough individual cases for the team to gather accurate data on how the 
soldiers reacted to the program.  This step is five years because that is the shortest deployment 
time for the U.S. military.  During these five years, the team will have periodic check in points at 
the one, three, and five year marks.  As the software will be designed to help soldiers during 
every point of their service, it is important to gather feedback and statistics at every stage.  On 
the homefront, the team will be hosting a variety of fundraising  to allow room for more 
employees, and if necessary, further development of the software.  This stage will be complete 
by 2028 when the first 250 Project Unknown soldiers return. 
 

After these 10 years of planning, testing, and trials are complete, the software will be 
ready to be part of the standard military equipment.  In 2028 the Project Unknown team will 
negotiate a contract with the Department of Defense to get the product in the backpack of every 
soldier.  Over the next two years, Project Unknown will work with the military to grow together 
and distribute to each branch of the military ensuring that the programs work for each of their 
unique needs.  By 2030, the software will be available to every serviceman before during and 
after his or her service. 
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